Smart Kitchen Timer

6.8” SKT
SKT ITEM TRANSFER APPLICATION NOTE
Renau’s Smart Kitchen Timer (SKT) is the revolutionary kitchen timer of the future.
The SKT is a powerful and highly versatile timer which allows for countless configurations and applications.
One of these applications includes two SKT’s paired in a master/slave configuration
with one acting as the cook timer and the other as the hold timer. This configuration
allows for the use of the intuitive item transfer function from one unit to the other.
There are a couple scenarios that would make this an extremely useful function.

The SKT is not limited only to transferring between 2 units, actually there are up
to 8 SKT’s you can have configured in a master/slave relationship. This becomes
very useful when using the SKT’s for food prep. An example of a potential setup
includes 4 SKT’s for meat prep which would transfer the item from defrost, marinade, cook, and finally to hold stations.
Ready to streamline your food prep process? Renau’s SKT is the next generation
kitchen timer that will help get you there.

Our first example is the most common use of the transfer function: transferring
an item with a completed timer from the cook station to the hold station. Once
transferred to the hold station SKT, the items timer will automatically begin counting down. This not only saves time but also removes any room for human error in
remembering to start the timer for the item once moved to the hold station.

We do more than design. We invent.
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